In [6] the author has proved that for a bounded linear operator T on a Banach space X satisfying ||T"/«|| -* 0, N~ 2 ~ T" converges uniformly if and only if {I -T)X is closed.
In this paper we obtain the analogous (1) There exists a bounded linear operator E such that
HrVnT ds -E\\-,->0-
(2) A has clos'ed range. Proof. If t is large, |T || <fiandwQ= lim ^^log ||T ||/r < lim t~ (log t + log í) = 0. In [2, Lemma VIII.1.12] it is shown that for A > 0> wQ, R£x = {n -I)!" l J" e-A'í"-lT^di. (1) t~ fr>T dr converges uniformly as t -> 00.
(2) There is a S > 0 such that supQ < x< s||Rxy|| < » for every y £ R{A).
¡f \\T II £ M for t > 0, then the following {sufficient) condition is also equivalent to the previous two: _ (3) sup( > 0|| ¡¿TTy dr\\ < oc for every y £ R{A).
Proof. (1) mm (2). By the Theorem R{A) is closed. For y £ R(A)we
have x e D{A) with Ax = y, and Rxy = RxAx = -x + \Rxx. The proof of (1) =» (4) in the Theorem shows that supQ<x < j||ARx|| < 00, and (2) follows. Proof. Since |||x||| = sup >0||T x|| is an equivalent norm for X such that
IIITtIII < !> we maY and do assume ||Tj| < 1.
Note that U is well defined in the strong operator topology, by [5, Theorem 3.7.4].
By the discrete uniform ergodic theorem X = (/-U)X © ix: Ux = x\; since T commutes with U, both subspaces are invariant under \T \, and we can restrict ourselves to each one. Hence it suffices to treat two cases:
(1) I-U is invertible.
(2) U = I. Remarks.
(1) The corollary can be applied if I -U -Q is invertible for some compact operator Q (see [6] ). (2) In the discrete case ÍT ! treated in [6] there is a requirement 2. ,«, = 1. It can be removed by an approxima- Appendix. We show here that if ||rn/«|| -* 0, then Abel and Cesàro convergence of \T I are equivalent in the uniform operator topology. Hille [4] proved it for the case sup||T || < °°, using a general method which does not apply in the case that T is not power-bounded. (1) N~ S J« T converges in the uniform operator topology.
(2) lim ||(1 -r) T° rnTn -E|| = 0 for some operator E.
r-l" "( 3) {I-T)X is closed.
Proof. Let Y = (/ -T)X, which is invariant under T, and let S on Y be the restriction of T. Let £ -> 0 to conclude (2). 
